Inspirational Personalities with Autism

Albert Einstein
Famous Scientist, Physicist, and Philosopher
Famous for his theory of relativity and contributions to the field of quantum mechanics.

Sir Isaac Newton
Famous Mathematician, Physicist, and Inventor
Famous for the laws of motion and universal gravitation.

Marie Curie
Polish-French Physicist and Chemist
Winner of two Nobel Prizes in Physics and Chemistry.

Alexis Wineman
American Author
Winner of the "America's Choice Award" in the 2013 Miss America Pageant.

Charles Robert Darwin
Famous Biologist
Author of "On the Origin of Species".

Santosh Talwar
Famous Indian Actor
Known for his roles in various Bollywood films.

Temple Grandin
American Animal Behaviorist
A renowned expert in animal behavior and design.

Emily Dickinson
American Poet
One of the most celebrated poets in American literature.

The Noidedn
Famous Indian Engineer
Known for his contributions to the field of computer science.

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
Austrian Composer
One of the greatest and most influential composers of classical music.

Susan Boyle
Scottish Singer
A famous singer and actress known for her powerful performances.

Empowering Women and Girls with Autism

Empowering Women and Girls with Autism
Vocational Skills

- Idea to train and employ autistic persons gained momentum after the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Bill, 2016, which included ASD in list of disabilities,
- Computer-based vocations (software jobs) are favorable employments for persons with autism
- Vocational training for adolescents in printing, IT-enabled services and hospitality
- Other fields like farming and cooking show great promise, but have not been explored

Career Options Suitable for People with ASD

- Equipment Designer – Computer repair – Computer programming
- Web site design – Auto mechanic – Drafting – Photography – Repair work
- Telemarketing – Tuning pianos and other musical instruments

Career Options Suitable for Nonverbal People with ASD

- Photocopy shop – Data entry – Clerk and filling jobs
- Factory assembly work – Cooking job in restaurant
- Mowing lawns and gardens and landscaping work
- Plant care in Office building – Recycling plants
- Warehouse: loading trucks, stacking boxes
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